
 

 
Police Sergeant #01675 
City of Virginia Beach – Job Description 
Date of Last Revision: 05-06-2022 

FLSA Status:  Non-Exempt Pay Plan:  General Grade:  Y28 
 
City of Virginia Beach Organizational Mission & Values 
The City of Virginia Beach exists to enhance the economic, educational, social and physical quality of the 
community and provide sustainable municipal services which are valued by its citizens. The City of 
Virginia Beach organization is based upon a belief in the democratic process of government. This belief 
provides meaningful ways for citizens, reflecting the diversity of our City, to contribute to the development 
of public policy. This process is enhanced by organizational values which guide member performance 
within the Virginia Beach Quality Service System. These Values define our desired organizational culture.  
We value quality customer service; teamwork; leadership and learning; integrity; commitment; and 
inclusion and diversity. 
 
Class Summary 
Maintain responsibility for the first-line supervision of a squad/platoon of protective service personnel who 
provide emergency and non-emergency law enforcement services to the public; supervise civilian support 
personnel at the precinct/bureau level as required; and discharge related administrative duties and 
responsibilities associated with first-line supervisory position. 
 
Representative Work Functions and Responsibilities 
Operational Duties 
1. Prepare for the work shift by obtaining all necessary equipment and materials and becoming familiar 

with criminal intelligence and analysis, events of the previous shift, and issues that affect present 
work activities 

2. Review information (e.g., offense reports and arrest data from previous shifts, COMPSTAT, crime 
analysis reports) related to specific crimes and suspects, emerging crime trends, and perceptions of 
danger in communities and prepares patrol plans to address problems 

3. Create (or delegate and maintain responsibility for) assignments of officers to zones/beats and 
vehicles in order to ensure adequate coverage and engage in preventive patrol operations 

4. Monitor radio communications and mobile data terminal (MDT) regarding officers' responses to 
incidents and planned patrol, maintain communications using various means (e.g., cell phone), and 
respond to officers’ locations to coordinate on-scene response as needed  

5. Monitor officer availability status and case status to ensure that manpower does not fall below a 
critical level and determine if calls should be assigned or "stacked" to ensure the proper deployment 
of responding police personnel 

6. Develop and supervise planned and directed patrol operations and officers' daily activities (e.g., 
actions taken in response to calls, time spent on assignments, appropriate documentation) to 
minimize risk and liability and to ensure that they yield arrests, potential suspects, or other 
investigative leads 

7. Answer calls for service as necessary and conduct enforcement and investigative activities as the 
responding officer 

8. Take enforcement actions as required of all officers in response to on-view incidents 
9. Respond to the scene of critical incidents (e.g., use of force, injuries to officers or citizens, damage to 

property or equipment), ensuring that notifications are made and officers take appropriate actions 
submit the related reports 

10. Assume incident command and utilizes the ICS model to determine whether special police units or 
outside resources (e.g., federal, state, local) are required at the scene to provide supplemental 
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resources for preliminary or follow-up investigation 
11. Monitor officers’ adherence to Department policy and procedures and legal guidelines related to both 

field operations and personnel-related issues, providing guidance and assistance as necessary 
regarding actions to be taken based on established directives, laws, and regulations 

12. Review Use of Force Forms, assessing whether application of force was in accordance with 
Department policy and ensuring appropriate documentation  

13. Investigate injuries on duty involving officers and takes appropriate action, including review and 
submittal of related paperwork 

14. Assess safety, risk, and other factors to determine whether a police high-speed pursuit is in 
compliance with Department policy, coordinate or terminate pursuit activities, and respond to the 
termination point to conduct after action review 

15. Respond to citizens complaints about officers or service received, explaining relevant law and policies 
and initiating investigations if necessary 

16. Assign warrants to be served to reduce backlogs 
17. Brief/notify the command structure through the chain of command about significant events occurring 

during the shift as required 
18. Participate in After Action Review or other incident debriefing with officers and other relevant 

personnel to review actions, understand consequences, and learn from successes and/or mistakes 
19. Act as liaison with other agencies (e.g., federal, state, local) to accomplish ongoing operational and 

tactical efforts 
 
Investigative Duties 
1. Review police reports for the purpose of making investigative assignments to subordinates 
2. Coordinate and/or communicate with investigative personnel to achieve optimal case clearance rates 
3. Advise subordinates on assigned cases in order to assist with investigations being conducted 
4. Investigate traffic crashes involving departmental vehicles to ascertain degree of operator 

fault/responsibility 
5. Investigate injuries to officers and citizens to process injury/loss reports and appropriate risk 

management paperwork to assess potential City liability 
6. Conduct personnel investigations (e.g., criminal, civil, policy-related accusation made against 

subordinate staff) as assigned and make preliminary recommendations regarding findings in 
compliance with legal statutes and departmental and City policy 

7. Review completed case files for compliance to best practices and adherence to departmental and 
legal guidelines 

8. Review various affidavits, subpoenas, and other documents (e.g., court orders, FOIA requests, asset 
forfeiture files) to assure legal sufficiency, completed staff work, and proper application of standard 
investigative procedures 

 
Human Resources Management 
1. Model the Department’s core values (PRIDE) in support of the Virginia Beach Quality Services 

System (VBQSS), ensuring that employees provide high quality, effective service to enhance safety 
and quality of life for citizens 

2. Evaluate and document performance of subordinates (e.g., Police Officers, PPOs, PDOs, CSOs, 
ASOs, civilian employees, volunteers) throughout the review period and provides ongoing counseling, 
coaching, and performance feedback  

3. Conduct annual employee performance evaluations to assess individual/unit performance levels  
4. Work with subordinates to develop individual goals and objectives 
5. Coordinate with command staff and Human Resources Department to develop and monitor employee 

development action plans to address deficient performance 
6. Motivate and provide support to employees to promote their physical and emotional wellbeing and 

safe and effective performance on the job 
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7. Respond to and investigate citizen complaints to monitor and/or address officers’ actions and work 
performance 

8. Initiate disciplinary action when necessary to ensure conformity with departmental operating policies 
and procedures, rules, and regulations and documents corrective actions taken 

9. Identify employees who need special assistance, counseling, or other interventions and suggests 
resources (e.g., Employee Assistance Program, Peer Support, Chaplain) available to address specific 
job-related or personal problems 

10. Receive, review, and evaluate reports or other information regarding employee disputes and work-
related problems of assigned personnel (e.g., work schedule, assignments, performance issues) and 
attempt to resolve them prior to the start of a formal grievance 

11. Review employee activity levels to monitor individual/unit productivity 
12. Approve leave and overtime requests to monitor staffing levels as well as the accrual of and 

compensation for extra hours worked 
13. Acknowledge employees’ good performance and make requests for recognition to be extended for 

outstanding achievements 
14. Make recommendations for transfers to promote the career development of subordinates 
15. Review and conduct queries into personnel management database information to review summaries 

of subordinate activities, monitor for concerning patterns of behavior, and maintain personnel-related 
documentation (e.g., P-Notes)  

 
Muster and Training 
1. Prepare for and conduct daily/weekly precinct/bureau musters to prepare subordinate personnel for 

patrol operations or conducting investigations 
2. Foster discussion among members during muster to share ideas, knowledge, and information across 

the shift/command 
3. Conduct mandated and informal personnel inspections (e.g., uniforms, grooming, weapons, 

equipment, paperwork) to ensure officers’ compliance with Departmental specifications and 
operational effectiveness 

4. Evaluate employees’ training needs and requests or recommend participation in appropriate training 
programs 

5. Schedule, prepare lesson plans, and conduct roll-call and in-service training sessions to maintain skill 
levels of subordinates 

6. Review changes in operational and administrative policies and procedures with subordinates to 
ensure that they are kept aware of and understand modifications 

7. Review relevant court decisions to ascertain changes in existing applicable case law and impact on 
related operations 

8. Coach subordinates to meet their career goal objectives 
9. Participate in in-service and specialized training (e.g., leadership, traffic enforcement) 
 
Community Oriented and Administrative Functions 
1. Explain laws, departmental policies and procedures, and related issues to citizens to familiarize them 

with what is required in particular situations 
2. Participate in precinct/bureau staff meetings 
3. Review paperwork (e.g., offense reports, investigative reports, accident reports) submitted by officers 

for accuracy, completeness, and follow-up required, ensuring proper distribution 
4. Review equipment check sheets and/or log books to determine custody and ensure that officers have 

inspected equipment (e.g., vehicle, weapons) for potential defects and proper operating condition 
5. Review accuracy of daily roll call sheets for submission to payroll 
6. Review muster book or logs for any events, activities, changes, notices, or other information affecting 

precinct operations 
7. Review information contained in Department databases (e.g., PISTOL, CADS) to maintain awareness 
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of crime conditions and important issues and pass information on to officers 
8. Work alternate schedule to accommodate special assignments or staff shortages 
9. Serve as shift commander in the absence of lieutenant or captain 
 
Perform other job duties requiring skills, knowledge and physical requirements as demanded by those 
duties described or less. Individual assignments will be determined by the supervisor based on then 
current workloads and department needs. 
 
Performance Standards 
Set a positive example for subordinates in promoting the City and Departmental mission, City values and 
Departmental core values, and strategies; use effective personnel management techniques to promote 
teamwork, establish rapport among subordinate personnel, and accomplish unit objectives; actively seek 
to improve productivity of the work unit; schedule and assign manpower to respond to citizen demands for 
police services and adjust work assignments in emergency situations; display thorough knowledge of 
operational and administrative policies and procedures and ensure adherence by subordinate personnel; 
submit reports in a timely manner with all required, pertinent information; conduct investigations 
thoroughly, paying special attention to intricacies of cases; monitor the training needs of subordinates, 
ensure that lesson plans and training session address requirements, and assess the effectiveness of 
training; professionally represent the Police Department and actively promote police mission by 
interacting with citizens on an informal, positive basis; conduct inspections to ensure compliance with 
Departmental standards; discuss with subordinates relevant changes in policies and procedures and 
modified court decisions; recommend innovative patrol and investigative methods to assist subordinates 
with duties and cases; initiate specialized enforcement efforts that yield positive results; consider staffing 
levels and manpower requirements in approving leave requests and making assignments of special 
police units to incidents; make case assignments based on skills and level of expertise of subordinates; 
make transfer recommendations on the basis of work unit needs; keep log books and manuals complete 
and up-to-date; ensure that necessary equipment and supplies are readily available and adequately 
stocked; and apply personnel policies impartially. 
 
Minimum Qualifications 
Six (6) calendar years of full-time paid service as a Virginia Beach Police Officer with the City of Virginia 
Beach serving as a Master Police Officer in accordance with the Police Sergeant Promotional Policy and 
successful completion of the Police Sergeant promotional process.  The most recent period of service 
must include a minimum of two (2) years, continuous and consecutive employment as a full-time paid 
police officer with the City of Virginia Beach Department of Police. 
 
Must possess a minimum of an Associate’s Degree in an area related to law enforcement from an 
educational institution accredited by an accrediting agency or state agency nationally recognized by the 
Secretary of Education or the Council on Higher Education Accreditation, or a foreign university 
recognized by that country’s corresponding accrediting authority, or the equivalent number of credit hours 
(60 semester hours) with a concentration in one of the following areas:  law enforcement, administration 
of criminal justice, business administration, public administration, or related field approved by the Police 
Chief or designee. 
 
Must meet all employment requirements as a sworn member of the Virginia Beach Police Department.   
 
Must have, or obtain, a current and valid Virginia or North Carolina driver’s license in accordance with 
Virginia or North Carolina DMV driver’s license eligibility requirements. 
 
Must be classified as fit for employment by the Occupational Health Office and able to pass the 
Department’s annual physical assessment test. 
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Must refrain from using all tobacco products on and off the job. 
 
Special Requirements 

Must be able to work rotating shifts (days/evenings/midnights) including weekends and holidays and be 
available to work overtime when required to meet operational needs. 

This position may require that incumbents wear and maintain appropriate personal protective equipment 
such as, but not limited to, steel toed shoes, safety glasses, gloves, or other designated safety attire and 
equipment in designated areas of risk.  Specific requirements will be determined and communicated by 
the employee’s supervisor based on position assigned. 
 
This is a safety sensitive position and is subject to random drug testing.  Positive drug test results may 
result in counseling and/or discipline, up to and including, termination. 

Positions within this class have been designated as Alpha I positions requiring employees to work during 
inclement weather, regardless of the City’s operational status. 
 
Knowledge-Skills-Abilities Required to Perform Satisfactorily 
A. Knowledge 

City, State, and Federal Laws and Regulations 
1. The Virginia Beach City Code (as amended), including criminal and motor vehicle laws and 

the elements which constitute a specific offense or class of offenses, to enforce City laws and 
supervise, train, or advise subordinates and peers 

2. The Code of Virginia 1950 (as amended), including criminal and motor vehicle laws and the 
elements which constitute a specific offense or class of offenses, to enforce State laws and 
supervise, train, or advise subordinates and peers 

3. Constitutional law as it relates to police operations and procedures to enforce laws and 
protect citizens’ rights and supervise, train, or advise subordinates and peers 

City and Department Policies and Procedures 
1. Departmental structure, function, and operating procedures, policies, rules, and regulations, 

including written directives issued or authorized by the Chief of Police, to conduct activities in 
compliance with established organizational guidelines and supervise, train, or advise 
subordinates and peers 

2. Administrative and Human Resources policies of the City of Virginia Beach to comply with 
established policies and related procedures and supervise, train, or advise subordinates and 
peers 

3. City and Department core values and missions to ensure provision of high quality, effective 
service to enhance safety and quality of life for citizens and supervise, train, or advise 
subordinates and peers 

Principles, Concepts, and Resources related to Supervision of Police Work in the City of 
Virginia Beach 
1. Basic and specialized field operations, patrol procedures, and investigative techniques to 

plan and monitor effective strategies, allocate and utilize resources, ensure officer and public 
safety, and supervise, train, or advise subordinates and peers 

2. Departmental communication systems, including radio, computerized dispatch, and 
automated data systems, to communicate effectively and timely with members of the Police 
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Department and other City departments and external agencies and to monitor and assist 
subordinates 

3. Precinct patrol beats and zones to promote effective and efficient assignment and monitoring 
of subordinates conducting police operations 

4. Manpower allocation strategies to schedule shift assignments, beat assignments, and days 
off as needed to meet expectations, utilize resources, ensure fairness in assignments, ensure 
officer and public safety, and supervise, advise or train peers and subordinates 

5. Basic principles of human behavior to interact with Department members and the community, 
to handle situations involving people with various mental states in various situations, and to 
supervise, train, or advise subordinates and peers 

6. Management concepts, principles, and practices to effectively manage police operations and 
to supervise subordinates 

7. Operation of City and State agencies and the services which are provided to the community 
to promote effective coordination with police operations and service to the public and 
supervise, train, or advise subordinates and peers 

 
B. Skills 

Technical Skills 
1. Map Reading Skills: Read city, street, or area maps in order to identify and navigate to a 

specific geographical location 
2. Computer Skills: Operate computer equipment and systems; use keyboard, mouse, and 

various software programs to access database information and prepare reports and forms 
3. Driving and Equipment Operation: Operate a vehicle safely; operate associated equipment 

such as lights and sirens; use radio, MDT, and other communication systems; operate 
firearms and other approved weapons safely 

 
C. Abilities 

Oral and Written Communications 
1. Oral Comprehension: Understand the meaning of spoken English words and sentences and 

the ideas associated with them; understand inquiries or complaints; identify themes, make 
inferences, and draw conclusions; listen carefully to what others have to say; follow oral 
instructions 

2. Speaking: Express or communicate information, thoughts, ideas, instructions, or descriptions 
in English so that others will understand; ask questions to ensure understanding; express 
ideas verbally in an organized, clear, and concise manner 

3. Public Speaking: Make formal presentations before large or small audiences 
4. Reading Comprehension: Understand the meaning of written English words and sentences 

and the ideas associated with them; read forms, general business material, schedules, 
assignments, and memos; read legal codes, training guides, and standard operating 
procedures; read policies and procedures and equipment manuals; follow written instructions 
or procedures 

5. Writing: Express or communicate information, thoughts, ideas, instructions, or descriptions in 
writing in English so that others will understand; use abbreviations that are understandable; 
complete forms accurately; use proper spelling, punctuation, and grammar; communicate 
routine information in writing; express ideas in writing in an organized, clear, and concise 
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manner 
Attention and Time Management 
1. Accuracy and Attention to Detail: “Take in” a situation and notice details and changes that 

others might miss; remain alert to details of a scene or situation; pay attention to the various 
details of work and complete work that is thorough and within established standards of 
accuracy and precision 

2. Planning and Organizing: Organize time and work efficiently; set and adjust priorities; 
coordinate own work activities to make efficient and appropriate use of time and resources 

3. Concentration: Perform a task in the presence of distractions or under monotonous 
conditions without significant loss in efficiency; remain focused and attentive for long periods 

4. Sensory Alertness: Remain alert or vigilant and react to infrequent but important events or 
specific details within a stream of information (e.g., alarms, radio transmissions) 

5. Memory: Remember information and selectively and accurately recall relevant information at 
the appropriate time including both long- and short-term memories; retain new facts or 
information that builds on current knowledge (e.g., modification to a work procedure) 

Reasoning and Resolving 
1. Understand Numbers: Recognize reasonable results of arithmetic computations and 

recognize the relationships between numbers; understand common English measurement 
(e.g., feet and inches, pounds and ounces) 

2. Basic Numerical Computation: Add, subtract, multiply, and divide numbers (e.g., compute 
whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percentages) without the use of a calculator; make basic 
“rule of thumb” calculations 

3. Problem Solving: Identify information that is relevant and perceive relationships between 
facts and problems; identify and recognize the existence of problems (e.g., size up a 
situation); define the scope or severity of problems; come up with possible solutions to 
address problems 

4. Critical Thinking: Evaluate information critically that conflicts with existing information or that 
is ambiguous; identify strengths and weaknesses of various alternatives; recognize patterns 
and relationships in data or information; gather and understand the relevance of information 
from different sources; recognize the combination of cues leading to a conclusion 

5. Judgment and Decision Making: Apply training and past experience to current decisions; 
make timely and sound decisions, even under conditions of uncertainty; assess and manage 
risks; apply rules and guidelines in new situations 

Working with Coworkers and the Public 
1. Interpersonal Relations: Develop and maintain effective, inclusive, and cooperative working 

relationships with others; discuss sensitive subjects tactfully and diplomatically; respect 
others’ perspectives and differences 

2. Teamwork and Collaboration:  Actively participate as a member of the team by sharing 
responsibilities and tasks; encourage others to participate; demonstrate receptiveness and 
responsiveness to others’ ideas and requests; share necessary knowledge to complete 
assignments; support team decisions 

3. Resolving Conflict and Influencing Others: Resolve disputes between groups and individuals; 
negotiate with others to influence behaviors, opinions; deal effectively with various members 
of the public; handle upset and injured victims, get people to cooperate 
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4. Empathy: Understand the motivations, emotional needs, and challenges faced by others; 
demonstrate support and understating to others 

5. Social Perceptiveness: Maintain awareness of others’ reactions and understand why they act 
as they do 

6. Political and Community Sensitivity: Demonstrate awareness of changing social issues and 
governmental pressures and the effect on Department-related work; perceive changes or 
trends that are occurring in the community 

Supervising 
1. Approachability: Be accessible and remain available to subordinates; foster the timely flow of 

quality information between one’s self and others 
2. Leadership:  Demonstrate willingness to lead, take charge, and offer opinions and direction; 

identifying positive goals and guide or motivate others to attain them; gain support and 
commitment from others during normal operations and in crisis situations; influence individual 
and group values, behaviors, or outcomes through one’s own words and actions 

3. Management of Personnel and Resources:  Allocate and use Department personnel and 
resources to maximize efficiency and effectiveness; direct the activities of individuals and 
groups toward the accomplishment of regular duties and special functions; maintain personal 
accountability and hold others accountable for accurate and thorough work; accept 
responsibility for the decisions and actions of subordinates and the broader results 

4. Coaching and Developing Others: Guide others in their professional and personal growth; 
foster others’ learning by sharing personal knowledge and experience; act as a resource in 
support of others’ career development; encourage others to achieve; create enthusiasm and 
a desire to perform 

Growth and Development 
1. Career Ambition and Self Development:  Demonstrate a desire for growth and 

accomplishment within a career path or towards specific career goals; learn from experience; 
seek feedback from others (e.g., supervisors, coworkers) and modify behavior as needed; 
participate in training and educational opportunities 

2. Learning: Learn the required knowledge of the job (e.g., learn procedures, work methods, 
specific techniques, policies, technical knowledge) through formal training and on-the-job 
training; and keep up-to-date on technical knowledge and skills related to work 

Professionalism 
1. Organizational Awareness and Commitment: Remain firm in one’s allegiance to the 

Department’s core values and faithful in pursuit of the Department’s mission despite 
obstacles or opposition; follow Department policies and regulations and show support for 
their intent and value; demonstrate positive regard for the Department and personal role 

2. Conscientiousness and Dependability: Follow through on assignments without prompting; 
maintain a good attendance record; arrive promptly and prepared for work; able to work with 
minimal supervision; willing to perform  menial, routine, and demanding physical tasks 
required by the job 

3. Accountability: Take responsibility for one’s own decisions and actions in the face of 
challenge or adversity; set and apply standards of success for self 

4. Initiative: Is self-motivated; demonstrate willingness to take on job challenges; drive towards 
completing tasks; anticipate needs and take independent action when appropriate; actively 
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influence events rather than demonstrate passive acceptance of the outcome 
5. Integrity: Apply standards of ethics and integrity at work; is honest and open with coworkers 

and/or supervisors; demonstrate consistency among one’s principles, values, statements, 
and behaviors; build trust and credibility with others through demonstrated commitment to 
personal values 

Personal Effectiveness 
1. Stress Tolerance: Maintain performance under pressure; cope with frustration; function 

effectively within a stressful environment; handle chronic stress or tension with minimal 
damage to personal health or well-being 

2. Cope with Danger: Cope with the job’s physical dangers (e.g., resisting persons, use of 
weapons, exposure to contaminants or disease, entering unknown situations, driving speed) 

3. Adaptability: Adjust behavior and methods to new or changing conditions, rules, or 
expectations; tolerate ambiguity; demonstrate openness to change by remaining positive and 
staying focused on objectives; handle multiple demands, interruptions, or crisis situations by 
responding appropriately, competently, and in a timely manner 

4. Tenacity: Demonstrate determination and persistence in adhering to a course of action; 
demonstrate resilience in the face of obstacles, setbacks, or challenges; stay with a task until 
it is completed or it is no longer reasonably attainable 

5. Self Confidence/Awareness: Demonstrate security in own capabilities and convictions; 
project a positive self-image; understand own strengths, weaknesses, limitations, values, 
motives, and preferences and how these impact own behavior and the behavior of others 

6. Objectivity: Make judgments based on facts and data rather than emotions or personal 
preferences; treat people fairly regardless of individual differences; remain impartial and 
unbiased in the face of rejection or hostility; maintain a realistic perspective 

Physical Requirements 
1. Hearing: Hear and recognize the normal range of sounds in terms of loudness, pitch, tone, 

patterns or rhythms, or duration 
2. Visual Acuity: See detail at various distances (e.g., normal reading distance, beyond arm 

length); read ordinary/small print 
3. Color Discrimination: Perceive similarities or differences in colors or shades of the same 

color; identify specific colors within the spectrum normally visible to humans 
4. Physical Strength:  Apply muscular force to lift, carry, drag, push or otherwise move objects; 

strength in the arms, hands, back, shoulders and/or legs 
5. Spatial Sense: Sense direction, distance, and heights; orient oneself and find one’s way, 

even in new places 
6. Coordination:  Perform physical activities with skill, speed and balance, so that they are done 

efficiently, with little wasted motion 
7. Stamina:  Exert oneself physically over long periods of time without becoming overly fatigued 

or short of breath; maintain a high level of physical performance even after a long period of 
exertion and stress 

 
Working Conditions 
Working conditions are intended to provide a general overview of the environmental conditions inherent in 
the job setting, as well as the physical, mental, and sensory requirements necessary to perform the 
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essential functions of positions in the noted job title. A more detailed description will be made available at 
the position (PCN) level both internally and externally with all posted open positions. 

NOTE: Per HR Policy 6.19, Americans with Disabilities, the City follows the requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in all hiring and employment decisions.  The City shall not 
discriminate on the basis of disability in its hiring and employment practices.  The City shall make 
reasonable accommodations for the known physical or mental limitations of a qualified applicant or 
employee with a disability upon request unless the accommodation would cause an undue hardship on 
the operation of the City’s business. 
 


